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Developed by Compliance Professionals 
for Compliance Professionals

Accurately determine risks: We bring into view 
definitions, citations, and requirements, to accu-
rately identify and score risks from high to low.

Establish effective controls: Mitigate risk with 
properly established controls that can span 
multiple locations, legal entities, and businesses.

Set up policy checks: Upload your policies into 
the platform and link them to relevant regu-
lations, topics, business units, and products.

Automate processes: Automatically generate 
tasks for each individual piece of evidence 
and notify assigned owners.

Key Benefits

Automate evidence collection 
and evidence review processes.

Collaborate with your team on 
checks, audits, and revisions.

Set up effective Controls to prove 
your organization is compliant.

Minimize risk with instant updates on 
impacted Policies and Procedures.

Build out and activate compliance programs that have clean,
well-defined policies, risks, and controls mapped to all applicable 
regulatory content. 



Learn more about Regology and how we can help simplify regulatory compliance 
for your organization by visiting www.regology.com

Part of the Regulatory Intelligence Platform
Our regulatory intelligence platform houses both Regulatory Change and Regulatory Compliance 
Management solutions to help teams have one source of truth, establish clear processes, and cut out the 
noise. Whether you have your own library of laws or looking for guidance on which laws and regulations 
are pertinent to your activities, Regology can help.

Automate and Reduce

95% 80%reduction in the noise 
from regulatory updates.

less time spent 
on process reviews.

Solution Features
Regology provides the ability to upload your existing catalog of Risks and Controls Register 
into the platform during the onboarding.

Risks

Create and manage Risks to which your 
organization is exposed. 

Map authoritative documents, activities, 
and users to Risks. 

Search Risks with flexible filter criteria.

Create and manage Controls that prove your 
organization’s compliance. 

Map Controls to authoritative documents, Risks, 
and users. 

Automate evidence collection and reviews 
to test the Control.

Controls

Link your policy to relevant regulations, 
business units, and products.

Get alerted to update the policy whenever 
any of the underlying regulations change.

Policies

Regulatory Areas

Bring authoritative documents, risks, controls, 
owners, and policies corresponding to a 
specific topic under a ‘RegArea’.

Have a holistic view of all aspects of your 
Regulatory Compliance Program.

Organize the evidence collection process using 
Compliance Run.

Automatically generate a task for each piece 
of evidence that needs to be collected.

Coordinate with stakeholders during the 
evidence collection process and update status.

Compliance Run


